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The company laid her off in March 2020 — temporarily at first — when COVID-19 struck. The layoff became permanent last summer after the company lost a government contract and cut more than 100 ...
‘We aren’t a bunch of lazy people’: Rejoining workforce isn’t easy for some who lost jobs to COVID-19
Massey's School of Communication, Journalism and Marketing (CJM ... I loved that Massey was serious enough to do the job well, but relaxed enough to enjoy the process. What I’ve enjoyed the most are ...
School of Communication, Journalism and Marketing
How do journalists balance the offbeat nature of the subject — with its decades of conspiracies and skeptics — with their credibility?
UFOs, once consigned to conspiracy theories, have landed in mainstream American journalism
Joining the WFSB team in 1974, Baughns-Wallace aimed to bring Black America's stories to the forefront of TV journalism. Lift Every Voice connects young Black journalists with Black elders in our ...
Adrianne Baughns-Wallace, first Black anchor in New England, broke racial barriers in journalism
Reid Campbell was just beginning his job as a producer at WDBJ-TV in Roanoke when he was tasked with filling in for the 6 p.m. show.
Local news surging with burst of young talent from the School of Communication
Andrea Wenzel discusses the way that community-centered journalism and reporting can support rural (and urban) communities.
Q&A: Journalism Scholar Andrea Wenzel on Community-Centered Reporting
My current job is Senior Communications Manager at North West Ambulance ... I get to work with amazing people who save lives every day and I’m very proud to be part of the NHS. My journalism degree ...
Confidence, communication and relationship skills
BROOKINGS, S.D. (KELO) — An educator in South Dakota State University’s School of Communication and ... professors said, ‘I’m leaving. Apply for my job,’ and I got it.
SDSU journalism educator retiring after 32 years
Dr. Jie Zhang has been named head of the Department of New Media, Journalism, and Communication Arts at Northwestern State University. Her appointment has been approved by the Board of
Supervisors for ...
Dr. Jie Zhang named head of the Department of New Media, Journalism, and Communication Arts
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My family needs me in the evenings. I’m leaving to spend time with them, and to pursue opportunities in Public Relations and Communications. No other job will be the same, but they no doubt will ...
KVLY's Andrea Larson announces retirement from journalism
Both programs are profiled in a new video reporting project by students at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications. Medill professor ...
How journalism students are filling gaps in local news
Gunfire, muggings and assaults have prompted TV stations to take up new safety measures: “There’s a lot of anger out there.” ...
TV news crews are increasingly threatened with violence on the job
Welcome to the Reynolds School of Journalism at the University of ... of electives constituting three tracks: Strategic Communications News Innovation Media Studies Our graduates are working in jobs ...
Graduate student handbook
Since 2018, Orsi has been the director of marketing content and communications ... and externally” for the job. “Jennifer’s familiarity with Florida, her journalism bona fides and her ...
Jennifer Orsi named executive editor of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune and Florida regional editor
Now, nearly 45 years later, Lyle Olson is retiring from his position of director of the School of Communication and Journalism at South ... about a potential job. He decided to move to Ortonville ...
Bristol native Lyle Olson retires from SDSU, reflects on journalism career
After all, I did crash Christopher Campbell's reporting class at 10 a.m. Wednesday -- for any ... of Southern Mississippi's mass communication and journalism department on the Hattiesburg campus ...
USM journalism students are seizing the day, and the story
“I’m excited to work at ... director of marketing content and communications for Carillon Tower Advisers, a subsidiary of Raymond James. “I had a great job at a great company,” she said.
Jennifer Orsi will lead Sarasota Herald-Tribune and 18 Gannett papers
The first line of Black professionals coming into these organizations didn't know how to navigate, but we learned on the job because we ... and the information in journalism.
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